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Education  

2014-present West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 
Expected Graduation: 8/19    

  Major: Bachelor of science in Industrial Engineering 

  Minor: Leadership Studies 
Work experience  

May-Aug 2017 Oceaneering Technologies 

  Hanover, MD 
  Industrial Engineering Intern 
 -E2 manufacturing Software: Implemented a test product (Fire Drill) into E2. Analyzed the Pro’s and Con’s of the program and possible solutions. Made 

an assessment if it is feasible with Oceaneering Manufacturing. Observed the process in which a new system is put into effect. 

 -Tool bay/materials cage: Surveyed the contained area and evaluated which components will be included (shelves, cabinets, etc..). Determined 

measurements for the outline and components. Assessed multiple layout options to determine the layout with the easiest process flow. Created a model for the layout 

using Solidworks. Worked with MSC to acquire and install an Inventory management system. 

 -Fork Lift Mast Inclinometer: Analyzed the existing prototype and determined measurements. Used existing crude drawing as a guide. Created a model 

for the parts and overall assembly for manufacturing purposes. 

 -Other tasks: DDS material handling, using P.O’s. Materials bay materials and cantilever rack construction. E2 terminal design layout using Solidworks.  

      

May-Aug. 2017 HurleyIR 

  Mt. Airy, MD 
  Industrial Engineering Intern 

-Understood the mechanics and concepts behind military grade IR/UV cameras. Helped plan production procedures using Gantt charts and assembly line 

drawings. Tested, analyzed and repaired cameras to ensure customer requirements are met. Helped with the marketing and sales pitches for specific products. 

Restructured and upgraded the social media aspect of the company. Met with vendors and customers to ensure that operations were up to expectations. Participated in 

field operations using the cameras for surveying electrical components 

 

Dec.-Jan. 2016 Corporate Rentals 

  Jessup, MD 
Moving Associate 

 -Organized materials in moving trucks to maximize storage space using a blueprint. Communicated with customers on the job site to meet their needs. 

Put orders together in the warehouse manually  

 

May-Aug. 2015 Windsor Electric Company 

  Owings Mills, MD 
  Warehouse Staff 

-Manually organized materials into correct locations using a floor blueprint. Found correct material for a job on a precise material list. Helped keep the 

warehouse on schedule by processing orders for jobs 

   

 
Honors and Activities  

-Member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity, Completed Project Lead The Way Engineering program 2012-2014, Blue and Gold Scholarship, IISE club member 

Computer Experience 
-Matlab, Inventor, AutoCAD, Smartsheet, JMP, Linux Coding, Microsoft Office programs, SQL, Microsoft Visual basic, Solidworks, Microsoft Access, 

MPL/CPLEX, Fusion 360, E2 manufacturing software, LT Spice 

Skills 
-Statistical analysis, Production analysis, Cost analysis, Simple coding, Economics analysis, Manufacturing analysis, Business process analysis, Safety 

analysis, Project management, 2D/3D CAD 

Projects 

  

    Design, produce, and test a weather balloon that will take a picture of the curvature 

of the earth 
   -Purpose was to demonstrate understand of design process and project management 

concepts 

-Be able to work with a team and share workload while achieving a common goal 

Design, produce, and analyze a statistical experiment about the bounce heights of 

bouncy balls 

-Purpose was to demonstrate understanding of the statistical program JMP 

-Use knowledge of linear regression to come to conclusions on the experiment 

Design and execute a plan to improve activity time for residents at a nursing home 

(Minor) 

   -Demonstrate ability to lead verbally and through example 

-Being able to work with group members and using each other’s strengths to 

accomplish a goal  

Develop and analyze a potential business investment opportunity (microbrewery) in 

the community 

-Calculate startup and investment costs including taxes, employment, and overhead 

-Predict the potential market and revenue stream to identify if the investment is 

feasible 

 

 

Design and produce a 3D structure using a laser cutter 

-Use Fusion 360 to sketch and render a structure that met project requirements 

-Practice using manufacturing equipment and understanding the process from design to 

fabrication 

Design and improve the manufacturing process of constructing a glass mosaic 

-Use IE tools to identify problems and apply continuous improvement to the steps/tasks to 

reduce time to produce the item  

-Assign team members to a specific process step and collectively critique and install 

recommendations  
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